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Welcome to this special APPEA edition of ‘Resources Update’,
Piper Alderman’s publication designed to keep you up to date with legal
developments that affect members of the Energy and Resources sector in Australia.
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Understanding the opposition to onshore gas
development
Partner, Andrew Price, and Lawyer, Deniz Tas, shed light on the factors
that may be contributing to the ongoing resistance to the development
of onshore gas deposits.
In the US, private landowners have
retained rights to the gas underlying
their lands; in contrast, Australian states
have by legislation vested all petroleum
(including gas) in the crown. As such,
it is the Australian states, rather than
private landowners, that have the right
to issue licences to gas developers to
enter, use, and enjoy their lands. It is
also the Australian states, rather than
private landowners, that have the right to
receive royalties for extracting gas from
underneath the lands of private owners.
The system of petroleum ownership
in which petroleum is vested in the
sovereign (commonly referred to as the
dominal system) is widespread across the
world. The US is, however, one of the
few remaining countries to have retained
the traditional system of petroleum
ownership in which surface ownership
implies the holding of all rights in the
subsoil beneath the surface and in the
airspace above it; accordingly, it ties the
ownership of petroleum to the ownership
of the land above (commonly referred to
as the accession system). Although this
position was recognised in the common
and civil law systems, most countries have
progressively sought to change, through
their constitutions or legislation, to the
dominal system.
The differences in private landowner
rights in the dominal system and the
accession system are clear; namely,
that the crown (through its relevant
department) controls all matters
relating to the exploration, assessment,
and production of gas, save certain
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safeguards being put in place to minimise
any damage to the land of the private
individual and a compensation arrangement
being established for any such damage. The
public presently perceive these safeguards
as inadequate. Clearly, private landowners
do not, in any significant way, control the
conduct of gas development projects on
their lands.

landowners feeling rather powerless to
protect their interests in lands they own.
Landowners’ lack of control related to the
development of gas under their lands has
most significantly caused discontent within
farming communities, particularly towards
the CSG industry. The onshore shale gas
industry, once it begins to burgeon, will
face similar opposition.

Some landowners may understandably
feel aggrieved by this result given that land
ownership typically gives the owner many
rights against strangers, or the rest of the
world; these rights include the right to
possess, right to use, right to manage, right
to the income of the thing, right to the
capital and rights of exclusion. A landowner
is typically accustomed to enjoying exclusive
use in the sense that it is that landowner,
and only that landowner, who has the right
to (by either lease or licence) depart with all
or part of its exclusive right to use and enjoy
its land to the exclusion of everyone else.

Notably, concerns about the adverse
effects of development on agriculture and
groundwater typically justifies the farmers’
resistance to onshore gas development.
In this respect, an arguably ill-informed
public has severely criticised development
methods such as fraccing. Once again, the
problem appears to be that the farmers
do not have the power to demand a gas
developer undertake activities strictly in
accordance with their wishes, which they
would otherwise have with a tenant or
licensee entering, using and enjoying their
lands.

It is therefore understandable that it may
feel quite counter-intuitive to landowners
for a gas developer entering, using, and
enjoying their lands pursuant to a statutory
right rather than on terms and conditions
completely acceptable to the landowner
(who is normally in a stronger bargaining
position compared with the prospective
tenant) and standing to receive relatively
large proceeds from those activities.

It is not, however, the gas developer
who is at fault. Rather, this issues arise
as a result of the regimes regulating gas
exploration, assessment, and production
failing to properly provide appropriate
mechanisms to balance the interests of
landholders and gas developers.

The significant resistance, and at times
disdain, that certain members of the public
have shown toward gas development
projects can in most circumstances,
therefore, be understood to emanate from
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For example, the regime in NSW, being
enshrined in the Petroleum (Onshore)
Act 1991 (NSW PO Act), attempts to
account for the interests of relevant
landowners by requiring gas developers,
being the holders of prospecting titles
(i.e. an exploration licence, assessment
lease or a special prospecting authority),
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to enter access arrangements with the
owners of lands their operations affect.
At the same time, the NSW PO Act
aims to address gas developers’ potential
concerns about dealing with difficult
landholders by providing a mechanism
where an arbitrator can establish an
access arrangement where agreement is
unattainable.
The problem is that the NSW PO
Act merely enumerates numerous
matters that an access arrangement
may include, without really providing
any further guidance. On the other
hand, the recent initiatives undertaken
by the SA Government establishes a
single framework for land access (Land
Access Regime) attempts to more
substantially balance the significant
growth and expansion in the exploration
and development of petroleum (in
particular CSG) and makes the position of
landowners relatively clear.

Our industry has recognised the South
Australian Land Access Regime as the
preferred benchmark for access control.
In this regime, entry onto land can occur
only if certain procedures are followed.
With respect to preliminary activities,
being activities that have no impact or
only a minor impact on the business or
land use of the landholder (e.g. walking
the area, taking soil samples, or survey
pegging). More significant activities
require formal notification, which a court
must resolve if a landowner disputes
them.
In NSW at the time of writing, the
Government has released (for public
comment) draft policy proposals for how
land access is to be controlled in the case
of future petroleum licenses:
•

Strategic regional land use plans
for the upper Hunter and the New
England North West.

•

An aquifer interference policy.

•

A code of practice for CSG
exploration.

These are likely following comment and
consultation to be implemented into
amendments into the relevant petroleum
and planning statutes—the effect of
which will be to:
•

•

•
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identify strategic agricultural land
(south) on planning map for relevant
regions
require applications for production
(not exploration) on south land to
be independently received as to
acceptability and compatibility if land
uses compete significantly
prescribe standards for drilling and
minimising aquifer interference.
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The NSW approach closely follows
the approach adopted in Queensland.
The Strategic Cropping Land Act 2011
started on 30 January 2012. It establishes
methods for identifying land as strategic
cropping land, and requires, in certain
circumstances, a gas developer to assess
the effects of its proposed activities on
strategic cropping land as part of existing
environmental assessment processes to
further balance competing land uses.
Landowner opposition to gas
development cannot be ignored,
particularly as it has become such a highly
politicised issue, with calls for landowners
to have a right to veto access by gas
developers to their lands. The significance
of this is further heightened by numerous
senate inquiries about the claims of
onshore gas development’s adverse
effects.
Accordingly, it is critical for gas
developers, in the absence of regulation
properly balancing the competing interests
of land users such as in Queensland and
NSW, to understand the underlying
basis for the opposition they face and
appropriately address it to ensure the
success of project.
For further information contact:
Andrew Price, Partner
aprice@piperalderman.com.au
Deniz Tas, Lawyer
dtas@piperalderman.com.au
Andrew will be presenting a session
on this subject at the APPEA
Conference: on Tuesday 16 May 2012
at 2pm in the Adelaide Convention
& Exhibition Centre – Concurrent
Session 15 – CSG Social Licence to
Operate.
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ASX pushes for prescriptive approach to
resource companies’ disclosure obligations
Senior Associate, Simone Selkirk, discusses ASX’s method of disclosure
reform and takes a look at what mining and oil and gas companies might
expect from the recent consultation paper.
The Australian Securities Exchange’s
(ASX) scheduled overhaul of disclosure
obligations for mining and oil and gas
companies has been the subject of
much speculation and controversy
over the past few months. Lack of
consistency and specificity in existing
reporting regulations has encouraged
ASX to develop a far more prescriptive
approach to company disclosure,
which was outlined in their consultation
paper released in October last year.
Significant discrepancies have also
existed between current guidelines
for mining companies and those for
oil and gas companies. Whilst mining
companies are guided by the Joint Ore
Reserves Committees Code (JORC
Code), a principles-based regulatory
framework, the rules governing Oil and
Gas companies are generally recognised
as less developed and more vulnerable
to abuse. The consultation paper
involved a revision of the ASX listing
rules for both mining and oil and gas
companies and called on stakeholders
to provide feedback on the proposed
reforms.
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Motivations for reform
ASX’s consultation paper was driven by
a desire to raise investor confidence in
an industry recognised for its inconsistent
reporting and frequent regulatory
intervention. The paper also highlighted
the importance to have greater alignment
with international practice, specifically the
Canadian and South African frameworks.
ASX argues that bringing consistency
in reporting practices across different
fields will reduce compliance costs for
companies listed in multiple jurisdictions.
The growing need for companies to issue
corrective statements was also a concern
and proposed amendments were aimed
at reducing the potential for disclosures to
mislead shareholders. The cumulative effect
of ASX’s reforms is a system of reporting
that is certainly more onerous on resource
companies but carries a necessary degree of
harmonisation and consistency.
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What are the proposed
amendments?
Mining Companies
Part A of the consultation paper discusses
enhanced disclosure in mineral resources
and ore reserves reporting. This involves
an analysis of six primary issues.

1.

A lack of specific guidance and
clarity in disclosure of exploration
results has led to ASX’s suggestion
of minimum reporting requirements
including details of the easting,
northing, elevation, dip, azimuth,
downhole width and depth and end
of hole.

2.

Companies have formerly been
allowed to report on low confidence
resource estimates, presenting them
as exploration targets. The paper
suggests that cautionary statements
should be found in the same location
(paragraph) and with the same
prominence (font size and type) as
the reported exploration targets.

3.

When reporting on initial or
materially changed mineral resource
and ore reserve estimates, there is
a proposed requirement that the
report must also include a summary
of the key assumptions underpinning
this assessment.
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ASX suggests the introduction of
a pre-feasibility study that must be
conducted for the conversion of
estimated mineral resources to ore
reserves.
Where the issuer reports a
production target, the paper
proposes that this must be
accompanied by disclosure of the key
assumptions and key contingencies
and risks associated with the
assessment.
ASX recommends that companies
should be required to report on
the results of the annual review and
on their total holdings of mineral
resources and ore reserves.

Oil and Gas Companies
Part B of the consultation paper provides
recommendations for improving
consistency and confidence in the public
reporting of petroleum reserves and
resources. This is encapsulated in seven
issues of reform.

1.

ASX suggests a new listing rule should
be introduced that standardises the
definitions and common classification
system in relation to petroleum
resources. This would be based on
Petroleum Resources Management
System’s (SPE-PRMS) widely
accepted system.
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2.

3.

More prescriptive reporting
requirements for petroleum resources
and reserves are encouraged that would
reflect SPE-PRMS framework.
It is proposed that a new listing rule be
created that would require companies
to report annually on the company level
reserves and other aggregated reserves
information.

4.

With regard to continuous disclosure,
ASX recommends removing the
requirement of regular reporting so that
companies disclose more meaningful
information and at times when the
information has a material effect on
share prices.

5.

ASX suggests a requirement that
companies disclose key assumptions
and technical information underpinning
initial reserve and resource estimates.

6.

7.

Where the issuer reports a production
target, the paper proposes that this
must be accompanied by disclosure
of the key assumptions and key
contingencies and risks associated with
the assessment.
ASX proposes to set out the credentials
required of resource and reserve
evaluators regarding their tertiary
qualifications and experience.
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Response of key stakeholders
While the paper has solicited mixed
responses from mining companies, the
oil and gas industry have been more
amenable on the whole, guided by a
recognition that present regulations are
insufficient.
Significantly, the process of reform has
resulted in a rift between ASX and
JORC. While the project began as a joint
effort, JORC spoke out against ASX’s
prescriptive approach and released
its own paper on 18 October 2011.
Considerable overlap exists between
the two papers, particularly in regards
to mining companies who are already
governed by JORC frameworks, however,
JORC is dissatisfied with ASX’s movement
away from principles-based regulations.
ASX’s proposed amendments will
be available for a further round of
stakeholder input, yet it is unclear how
the dispute with JORC will effect the
final outcome for company disclosure
obligations.
For further information contact:
Simone Selkirk, Senior Associate
sselkirk@piperalderman.com.au
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ASIC spotlight on breaches of corporate
disclosure
Senior Associate, Simone Selkirk, explores the stringent enforcement of
corporate disclosure responsibilities subsequent to the High Court Appeal
decision on 3 May 2012 upholding the original findings against the directors
for misleading conduct in ASIC v Hellicar and others (2009) 256 ALR 199
(James Hardie Case). There remains a heightened caution for companies who fail
to disclose matters affecting their share prices. This article provides some tips for
directors on handling of public disclosures. Keep an eye out for our separate alert
on the impact of the James Hardie High Court Appeal decision on implications for
Company Secretaries and General Counsel.
On 3 May 2012 the High Court, delivered
an appeal judgement upholding the
original findings against, at first instance
the directors of James Hardie Limited for
misleading conduct. A significant factor in
the High Court hearing was the allegation
that ASIC had breached a duty of fairness
at original instance by failing to call James
Hardie Industries Limited (JHIL) solicitor
to give evidence of the directors proper
conduct in preparing the February board
meeting minutes. JHIL’s solicitor had
supervised the preparation of the draft
board minutes and had attended the
February board meetings. The High Court
held that there was no basis for inferring
that JHIL’s solicitor would have given
evidence favourable to the directors,
and that the inaccuracies in the February
board minutes did not counter their
probative value as a contemporaneous
and formally adopted record of what was
done at the February meeting.

directors to be vigilant in approving public
announcements.

action for dealing with the requirement of
immediate notification.

Under the continuous disclosure regime
set out in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)
and the ASX Listing Rules, listed entities are
obliged to immediately notify ASX of any
information that could affect a company’s
share price. Leighton Holdings’ failure to
adhere to these provisions resulted in a
maximum penalty of $100,000 for each of
the three alleged breaches. Accompanying
this, Leighton will be required to have a
consultant audit its disclosure practices for
the next three years.

Recent Decisions on Continuous
Disclosure

Continual clamp-downs on corporate
disclosure obligations reveal ASIC’s
intention to vigorously pursue
contraventions by public companies.
Recent action against heavyweight
construction contractor, Leighton
Holdings, acts as a reminder to

It is evident companies are getting the
message in light of David Jones recently
going into a trading halt when it was
presented with a report downgrading its
profits. Trading halts were endorsed by
ASIC’s chairman as a reasonable course of
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The ASIC chairman has also recently
indicated a desire to increase the maximum
penalty to $500,000, reminding companies
that inadequate notifications can amount to
misleading and deceptive conduct which can
also give rise to criminal sanctions and civil
actions for loss and damages caused by such
announcements.
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ASIC v Healey & Ors (Centro Decision)
The directors of Centro Properties
Group, a retail investment organisation,
approved annual financial reports without
questioning errors contained within the
report. As such they failed to properly
disclose billions of dollars worth of shortterm liabilities. In doing so, the directors
relied on the advice of management,
auditors and external advisors. The court
found that by failing to rectify errors or
make enquiries of the authors of the
reports the directors had breached their
obligations.
ASIC v Fortescue Metals Group Ltd
Fortescue Metals Group Limited
publicised a series of announcements,
media releases and investor presentations,
indicating that a binding agreement had
been made with three major state owned
Chinese companies in relation to the
mining and export of iron ore in Western
Australia. In fact, the agreements only
May 2012

demonstrated a willingness to be bound
in the future after later negotiations
regarding the price and scope of the
work. The publications were found to
constitute misleading and deceptive
conduct and were a breach of continuous
disclosure which resulted in civil action
against the chairman and the Chief
Executive Officer of the company.

•

•

particularly where public statements
having legal effect or ramifications are
concerned (prospectuses, financial
statements, market disclosures),
directors cannot ignore the detail, but
must bring an enquiring mind and their
own knowledge of the company to bear

•

bringing an enquiring mind to bear on a
material statement requires the director
actually to read it, not simply assume
that management and/or advisers have
done so

•

directors who are not sufficiently
financially literate to be able adequately
to monitor the business of the company
should up-skill quickly

•

directors who do not understand the
company’s business (and, in particular,
key drivers and risks) should up-skill
quickly

James Hardie Case
The directors of James Hardie Industries
Limited were alleged to have approved
misleading disclosures to the market to
the effect that a foundation to manage and
pay out asbestos claims was fully funded.
The matter has been referred back to
the Full Court of the Court of Appeal to
determine penalty.

Tips for good Corporate
Governance
Courts start from the fundamental
premise that:
•

•

•

the company’s business must be
managed by or under the supervision
of the board

•

statutory obligations (such as
approval of financial statements and
offering documents) are obligations
of directors, not of management
reliance on others is permitted
but reliance on others in the
performance of a task does not
mean the underlying duties can be
abdicated. Those duties remain to
be discharged, and reliance is only
acceptable when it is reasonable. See
also our further alert on the impact
of the James Hardie High Court
Appeal decision and its implications
on directors relying on legal
counsel advice when settling board
meeting minutes and corporate
announcements.

At a minimum, directors should be
mindful that:
Resources Update

the difference between governance and
management does not mean directors
should only ever take a high level/
strategic view

being wrong is not a breach of duty in
and of itself — but being wrong because
of unquestioning reliance on others,
inadequate financial literacy or failure to
bring an enquiring mind and knowledge
of the business to the matter at hand is

•

if directors have doubts, they need to
drill into them

•

just because the lawyers, auditors,
trustee and the Financial Markets
Authority have not raised red flags,
does not mean directors are okay. The
Courts have more than once ruled that
directors’ duties are non-delegable

•

balancing the interests of new investors
with those of current investors is not a
justification for not disclosing material
information on offering documents.
If something is material, it must be
disclosed regardless of whether
disclosure will have an adverse effect on
the value of existing securities.
7

Lessons for Companies

1.

Directors are required to have a
basic understanding of the business
they manage. While a boundary
exists between management and
governance, there is a high standard
as to the level of engagement a
director should have with the affairs
of the company. Honest mistakes
can be made but directors must take
all reasonable steps to avoid error.
The decision in Centro claims that
a director must “take a diligent and
intelligent interest in the information
available to him or her, to understand
that information, and apply an
enquiring mind.”

2.

Financial literacy is a necessity for
all directors, even those who bring
specific expertise in other areas.
Directors should possess the ability
to read, interpret and understand the
content of financial statements.

3.

Deeper enquiry is expected. If
directors find content difficult or
unfamiliar, they should ask questions
until they are confident in their
understanding.

4.

Directors must take independent
responsibility without hiding behind
collective decision making. Directors
cannot rely blindly on management
and external advisors.

Resources and Oil and Gas Companies
should also see the related article on
ASX’s disclosure obligation reforms above
and keep an eye out for our further alert
on the impact of the James Hardie High
Court Appeal decision on implications
for Company Secretaries and General
Counsel.

For further information contact:
Simone Selkirk, Senior Associate
sselkirk@piperalderman.com.au
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The Energy White Paper:
What will survive and what won’t?
Robert Pritchard, Consultant to Piper Alderman and Managing Director,
ResourcesLaw International comments on the Energy White Paper released
by the Government in December 2011.

The Government released the draft of its
long-awaited Energy White Paper (EWP)
in December 2011.
The drafting had been held up until the
Government could fold in the elements of
its highly controversial Clean Energy Plan
that it had adopted in July 2011.

Maintaining our competitiveness
Australia’s transport, manufacturing,
mining, construction and agricultural
industries continue to depend heavily
on the secure and affordable supply
of energy. Without the certainty of
affordable supply, Australia’s international
competitiveness will be jeopardised.
Australia’s climate policy measures should
therefore be implemented in tandem with
Australia’s main trading partners.

Transforming to a low-carbon
society
There is no argument from the energy
industry that the world must move to
a low-carbon society as fast as it can
afford to. However, this is a massive
challenge and, with all the best efforts in
the world, will take considerable time.
Domestic carbon prices in a small handful
of countries will not have an appreciable
effect.
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The carbon price is unlikely to
survive for very long
National elections are required to take
place by the end of 2013. Following the
release of the Opposition’s plan for a
cleaner environment in April 2012, it
is now almost certain that the central
element of the Government’s Clean
Energy Plan, the carbon price, would
not survive for very long if there is a
change of government. However, the
legislation is in place and businesses
must be ready for the commencement
of the carbon price on 1 July 2012.

Regular strategic reviews of
energy policy
The EWP proposed that a strategic
review of energy policy should be
carried out in a rolling four-year cycle.
This has been widely welcomed by
industry.
The Energy Policy Institute of Australia
has suggested that it would be even
better if each strategic review could
be preceded by a systematic and
predictable process and that the
implementation of policy should be
actively tracked. The Institute has
emphasised that energy and climate
targets will need to be adjusted in
the light of technology changes and
international developments.
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Keeping all energy options open
The EWP’s emphasis on the importance
of keeping all energy options open has
also been widely applauded by industry.
Australia cannot limit its energy options,
particularly the options of Carbon
Capture & Storage (CCS) and nuclear
power. According to the IEA’s 2011
World Energy Outlook, “If CCS is
not widely employed in the 2020s, an
extraordinary burden would rest on other
low-carbon technologies to deliver lower
emissions in line with global climate
objectives.” A shift away from nuclear
power “would … put additional upward
pressure on energy prices, raise additional
concerns about energy security and make
it harder and more expensive to combat
climate change.”
As the EWP explained at page 198: “the
more we limit our energy options, the higher
will be the risk and cost of meeting our
climate change and energy goals.”
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Competitively priced energy

Policy alignment

The EWP’s emphasis on the
importance of markets and on
competitive pricing of energy has also
been widely welcomed by industry.
There is little doubt that it is the best
way of ensuring our energy security.
However, there must be greater
investment in new production and
transportation infrastructure.

Energy policy cannot, of course, be set in
isolation from other government policies.
There needs to be policy alignment at all
levels.

Policy settings for investment
and financing
It is unclear whether Australia can meet
its foreshadowed energy investment
and financing needs in the time frame
envisaged by the EWP. Australia needs
to have policy settings that will attract
greater levels of investment and will
foster innovation in the provision of
equity, debt, risk management and
credit support facilities from local and
overseas markets.

Resources Update

Policies need to be aligned vertically,
between different levels of government,
nationally and internationally, as well
as horizontally, between energy policy,
environmental policy, taxation policy,
economic policy and foreign policy.
There is a special need for the energy
policy review process to be aligned with
the agendas of COAG Standing Council
on Energy and Resources and the Climate
Change Authority.

Australia’s place in the Asian
century
Australia must maintain a good investment
climate to foster the competitiveness of
its industries and the further development
and export of its resources. Australia
must at the same time remain wedded to
the principle of sustainable development.
Sound energy policy is essential to ensure
this and to consolidate Australia’s future
in the Asian century. The EWP is a great
start but the ongoing challenges that face
Australia are massive and regular strategic
reviews are imperative.

For further information contact:
Robert Pritchard, Consultant,
Piper Alderman and Managing Director,
ResourcesLaw International
robert.pritchard@resourceslaw.net
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Carbon Price Implications:
Is your business Carbon Price ready?
With only a few months until a Carbon Price comes into
effect on 1 July 2012, it is critical that businesses understand
the potential impact on their operations. With the recent
announcement of additional government assistance measures, it is also important
businesses position themselves to take advantage of any opportunities created by
related measures. Ashley Watson, Partner, and Kelly Scott, Associate, consider
the implications of the Carbon Price and take a look at how businesses can ensure
they are Carbon Price ready.
The Carbon Price mechanism
Who will be liable?
Businesses liable for the Carbon Price will
generally be those operating facilities with
emissions of not less than 25,000 tonnes
of CO2-e per year. Some emissions will
be excluded, including emissions from the
combustion of certain fuels, agricultural
emissions, certain emissions from land
and emissions from certain synthetic
greenhouse gases. Special provisions apply
to landfill operators, natural gas suppliers
and large natural gas users.
The Australian Government expects
around 500 businesses to be directly
liable under the Carbon Price mechanism.
Of these 500, it is estimated around 60
are in electricity generation, 100 are in
coal or other mining, 40 are natural gas
retailers, 60 are in cement, chemicals and
metal processing and 50 in other fossil
fuel intensive sectors. The remaining 130
operate in the waste disposal sector.
Although many will not be directly liable
for the Carbon Price, as consumers of
emission-intensive energy and other
inputs, businesses are likely to be affected
as those who are directly liable for the
Carbon Price, pass on their carbon costs.
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What will the price on carbon be?
The Carbon Price is imposed by
requiring liable businesses to surrender
eligible emissions units equivalent to
their CO2-e emissions each year. The
Carbon Price is the cost incurred to
obtain the eligible emissions units for
surrender. Where there is a shortfall in
the eligible emissions units surrendered,
the business concerned will be liable to
pay a unit shortfall charge.
The Carbon Price mechanism involves
an initial fixed price on carbon, which
will increase annually. The mechanism
will then transition to a flexible price,
determined by an emissions trading
scheme.
Fixed price period
The fixed price period will run for three
years, commencing on 1 July 2012. The price
of obtaining carbon units from the Regulator
will initially be fixed at A$23 per tonne of
CO2-e, increasing annually to A$25.40 per
tonne of CO2-e for the financial year 201415.
During the fixed price period there will be
no pollution caps, meaning unlimited carbon
units can be issued by the Regulator.
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Carbon units issued by the Regulator
during the fixed price period cannot be
traded.
Limitations will apply during the fixed
price period to businesses surrendering
eligible emissions units other than carbon
units issued by the Regulator. Eligible
international emissions units will not be
able to be surrendered during the fixed
price period. There will also be a limit
on the number of eligible Australian
carbon credit units (e.g. those issued
for eligible offset projects under the
Carbon Farming initiative) which can be
surrendered.
Flexible price period
From 1 July 2015, the carbon price
mechanism will transition to a flexible
price mechanism, based on a cap-andtrade emissions trading scheme.
The number of carbon units issued
by the Regulator, whether by auction
or through government assistance
programs, will be capped.
A price ceiling will apply for the first
three years of the flexible price period,
with the ceiling initially set at A$20 above
the expected international price at the
commencement of the flexible price
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period and then rising annually. There will
also be a price floor applying for the first
three years of the flexible price period
which will initially be set at A$15, rising
annually.

used for on-road transport. The changes
will also not affect heavy on-road vehicles
immediately, although the Government has
signalled its intention to apply a carbon price
on heavy on-road vehicles from 1 July 2014.

Unlike fixed price units, carbon units
issued by the Regulator in the flexible
price period will be able to be traded.

Government assistance

Restrictions on surrendering eligible
emissions units other than carbon units
issued by the Regulator will be relaxed
during the flexible price period. Eligible
international emissions units will generally
be able to be surrendered during
the flexible price period, although an
additional charge may be imposed during
the first three years of the flexible price
period to bring the cost of those units into
line with the cost of carbon credits issued
by the Regulator. There will also be a limit
on the number of eligible international
emissions units which can be surrendered
during the first five years of the flexible
price period.

Other mechanisms for imposing a
price on carbon
Emissions from transport fuels comprising
liquid petroleum fuels, liquid petroleum
gas, liquid natural gas and compressed
natural gas are generally excluded from
the Carbon Price mechanism outlined
above.
However, an equivalent price on carbon
will be applied to domestic aviation,
domestic shipping, rail transport and
off-road use of liquid and gaseous fuels
by non-exempt industries. The equivalent
price will be imposed through changes in
fuel tax credits, fuel excise and customs
tariffs.
These changes will apply to businesses
whether or not they are directly liable
for the Carbon Price. The changes will
not effect fuel used by light on-road
commercial vehicles, ethanol, biodiesel
and renewable diesel and gaseous fuels
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The Carbon Price is only one part of the
Australian Government’s Clean Energy
Future plan. A range of measures designed
to provide transitional assistance to
support affected businesses have also been
announced. While some of the assistance
measures apply only to those businesses
directly liable for the Carbon Price, other
measures will have broader application.
Job and Competitiveness Program
An $8.6bn Job and Competitiveness
Program will provide assistance to emissions
intensive trade exposed (EITE) industries
directly liable for the Carbon Price. The
Program, which provides assistance in the
form of free carbon units, is intended to
shield EITE industries from the full impact of
the Carbon Price.
Steel Transformation Plan
A Steel Transformation Plan is intended
to encourage investment, innovation and
competitiveness in the steel industry. The
Plan provides for up to $300m in payments
to be made to eligible corporations for
eligible activities, with $164m of this already
committed by way of competitive assistance
advances.
Coal Sector Assistance Packages
The Coal Sector Jobs Package provides
transitional assistance to coal mines that
have a high fugitive emissions intensity. The
Package will provide up to $1.257bn over six
years for transitional assistance to the most
fugitive emissions intensive mines.

emissions from coal mines. To be eligible
for government assistance, these initiatives
will need to be co-funded by industry.
Coal-Fired Electricity Generation Assistance
Assistance in the form of free carbon
units will be available to eligible coal
fired electricity generators. Free carbon
units will be available over four years
subject to a cap. Free carbon units will
only be available to a coal fired electricity
generator which has provided plans for
investment in new electrical generation
capacity with reduced emissions
intensity and investment in research and
development in clean energy technology.
Clean Technology Program
The Clean Technology Food and
Foundries Investment Program will
provide up to $200m in assistance to
the food processing, metal forgery and
foundry industries. The Clean Technology
Investment Program is a similar program
providing up to $800m in grant funding
to manufacturing industry more generally.
Manufacturing businesses that are directly
liable for the Carbon Price, as well as
those with facilities that use more than
300 megawatt hours of electricity, five
terajoules of natural gas or a mix of fuels
and/or electricity that results in at least
0.27 kilotonnes of CO2-e a year, will be
eligible to apply for these grants on a
variable co-investment basis.
Grant funding of up to $200m over
five years is also available under the
Clean Technology Innovation Program.
Grants will be available for research,
development and commercialisation of
clean technology products, processes
and services. Funding will be on a
1:1 co-investment basis.

The Coal Sector Jobs Package will be
supported by a Coal Mining Abatement
Technology Support Package which will
provide a further $70m over five years to
support innovative technologies to reduce
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What to do to be Carbon Price
ready
It is important businesses take action
to ensure they are carbon price
ready. Although the Opposition has
recently confirmed its intention to
repeal the Carbon Price Legislation
if elected to government at the next
election, businesses need to be aware
that whatever steps an alternative
government might take in the future,
the Carbon Price will commence on
1 July 2012 so they need to act now.
Assess liability for the Carbon Price and
become familiar with the Carbon Price
obligations
While most businesses will not be
directly liable for the Carbon Price, that
assessment must be made.
If a business determines they will be
directly liable for the Carbon Price,
it is imperative they understand their
Carbon Price liability and associated
reporting obligations.
Review and redesign contractual
arrangements
Contract management is critical for all
businesses, regardless of whether they
are directly liable for the Carbon Price.
An early legal review and, if necessary,
redesign of contractual arrangements
should be undertaken to ensure carbon
costs are effectively accounted for.
Businesses should review their
existing contracts to determine not
only whether their suppliers can pass
on the costs of the Carbon Price,
but also whether they can pass on
any carbon costs they incur to their
own customers. Contract reviews
will enable the identification of any

Resources Update

unexpected cost outcomes which may
need to be resolved by further agreement
between the parties.
New contracts should generally seek to
pass on costs incurred as a result of the
Carbon Price. For businesses that are
directly liable for the Carbon Price, this will
be the costs associated with complying with
their Carbon Price obligations, including
the cost of purchasing eligible emissions
units. For those that are not directly liable
for the Carbon Price, these will be the
increased energy and other costs they incur
as those directly liable for the Carbon Price
pass on their own carbon costs. Contracts
should be drafted in a way that adequately
cover carbon costs under both the fixed
price period and the later emissions trading
scheme.
On a related note, businesses should
ensure they have an understanding of
whether their suppliers are liable for the
Carbon Price and whether they may be
eligible for government assistance. This will
ensure an appreciation of the implications
of the Carbon Price on their suppliers’
costs.
Carbon price claims
In making any claims or other statements
about the impact of carbon costs on prices,
whether that be in contract negotiations or
more generally, businesses need to bear in
mind their obligations under the Australian
Consumer Law. It is important any claims
and other statements are truthful, accurate,
based on reasonable grounds, can be
substantiated and are not misleading.
Businesses need also to be in a position to
assess the veracity of a supplier’s claims
that price rises are necessitated by the
Carbon Price.
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Determine eligibility for government
assistance
Regardless of whether they are directly
liable for the Carbon Price, businesses
should determine whether they may be
eligible for government assistance.
This is particularly important in the
manufacturing sector where there are a
number of grant programs currently open
for applications which are not dependent
on a business being directly liable for the
Carbon Price.
Consider continuous disclosure obligations
Companies should be mindful that the
Carbon Price scheme may have a material
impact on the value of their shares and,
as a consequence, could trigger an ASX
announcement under the company’s
continuous disclosure obligations.
Section 674 of the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth) and ASX listing rule 3.1 require
a listed company to disclose all price
sensitive information to the market.
Companies that have not already done
so should consider the impact of the
Carbon Price on their costs, their ability
to absorb those costs or pass them onto
customers and the extent to which they
are eligible for government assistance.
Where possible, companies should also
take measures to manage the impact of
the Carbon Price to reduce the risk of
needing to make any adverse market
disclosures.
For further information contact:
Ashley Watson, Partner
awatson@piperalderman.com.au
Kelly Scott , Associate
kscott@piperalderman.com.au
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Queensland’s recent legislation sets new hurdles
for resource projects
The Strategic Cropping Land Act 2011 (Qld) came into force on
30 January 2012 in an endeavour to restrict mining and petroleum
activities on certain areas of state land. Senior Associate, Simone Selkirk,
analyses the implications for resource projects under the new legislation.
What is Strategic Cropping Land
(SCL)?

What to do if Land is determined
SCL?

The recent Queensland legislation is an
attempt on behalf of the government
to balance competing interests in
the state’s best cropping land, with a
motive to protect it from permanent
alienation or diminished productivity.
In order to determine whether land
falls under this classification, the
Department of Environment and
Resource Management (DERM) have
published SCL Trigger Maps indicating
potential SCL areas. However, the
maps are not necessarily determinative
and proponents may apply to DERM
for an on-ground validation decision.

Proponents of resource projects who
wish to develop on SCL have two
options available to them.

This assessment has regard to eight
inclusive criteria; the land’s slope,
rockiness, Gilgai microrelief, soil depth,
soil wetness, soil pH, salinity and soil
water storage. If one criterion is not
met then the site is not considered
SCL. It is important to consider that
the onus of demonstrating that the
trigger maps are inaccurate will lay with
the person asserting it. Furthermore,
making a validation application may be
costly and the Act provides no rights of
access to land for the purposes of an
assessment.

Resources Update

1.

2.

For certain projects, proponents
can elect to comply with the
Standard Conditions Code
published by DERM. These
standard conditions will become
conditions of the proponent’s
environmental authority. The
limitation of this approach is that
while the code covers certain
exploration activities, it does not
apply to mining and may be of
limited applicability to resource
projects.
Proponents can provide an
assessment of the impacts of the
development on the land. Impacts
on SCL will be assessed as part
of a proponent’s environmental
authority application and certain
conditions will be applied. Those
who plan on instigating projects
with permanent impacts on the
land need to be wary. These
impacts will only be approved
in exceptional circumstances, an
application for which can involve a
fee of $46,253.
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Exemptions to the Act
Developments won’t be subject to the Act if:
•

A development approval, environmental
authority or resource authority was in
force before 30 January 2012.

•

An environmental authority application
and related mining or petroleum lease
application were subject to an EIS
requirement and the EIS stage was
completed on or before 31 May 2011.

•

An environmental authority application
and related mining or petroleum lease
application were required and a draft
environmental authority was given on or
before 31 May 2011.
For further information contact:
Simone Selkirk, Senior Associate
sselkirk@piperalderman.com.au
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Resources Roundup
Simone Selkirk, editor and the Resources Update team looks at some
of the key issues for the sector and some upcoming events.
National Energy Customer
Framework

New ‘Gateway Process’ for mining
and coal seam gas proposals

On 1 July 2012, the National Energy
Customer Framework (NECF) plans to
come in to operation. Signalled as the
next major stage of the national energy
reform process, outlined in COAG’s
Australian Energy Market Agreement,
the NECF is a national regime for the
sale and supply of electricity and gas
by retailers and distributors to retail
customers. The main objectives of the
NECF are to streamline state-based
regulatory frameworks into an inclusive
set of national rules and provide an
efficient national retail energy market with
comprehensive consumer protection.

Acting upon their election pledge, the NSW
State government released its draft strategic
land use policy early March. The policy
attempts to balance the rights of farmers,
mining and coal seam gas industries and
environmental groups on or within two
kilometres of strategic agricultural land, but
has received criticism from all sides.

The new national framework does
not include retail price regulation and
community service obligations, allowing
each participating jurisdiction to apply
their own specific regulatory obligations,
service standards and compensation
levels.
The NECF encompasses standard
contract conditions between energy
customers, retailers and distributors,
small customer dispute resolution, credit
support arrangements and retailer of last
resort arrangements.
The NECF is to be enabled by the
National Energy Retail Law, which passed
through the South Australian Parliament in
March 2011. It will not apply in Western
Australia and the Northern Territory.

www.piperalderman.com.au

Major mining and coal seam gas proposals
will now have to pass through a ‘gateway
process’ where their proposal will be
evaluated by an independent, scientific panel.
Proposals that haven’t received a gateway
certificate will not be able to proceed
lodgement of a development application.
Proposals will be assessed according to one
of two criteria, depending on the type of
strategic land.
Biophysical strategic land will be subject to
an assessment of the impact on agricultural
productivity. In regions known as critical
industry clusters, proposals will be assessed
according to the impact they have on
agricultural resources, support services,
infrastructure, transport routes and loss
of scenic and landscape values. Presently,
only two critical industry clusters have been
identified, the equine cluster around Scone,
Denam and Bylong and the viticulture cluster
around Broke and Pokolbin, however, more
critical industry clusters may be identified.
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Along with this policy, the government
has also introduced an Aquifer
Interference Policy and Coal Seam Gas
Code of Practice which seek to further
limit the ability for Mining and Coal Seam
Gas Developments to go forward.

WPA Draft Deed of Access
released for public comment
On 20 April 2012, the Australian
Government released a Draft Deed of
Access regarding minerals exploration
in the Woomera Prohibited Area
(‘the WPA’) for public comment. This
move is in line with the commitment
the Government made to improving
the framework for the coexistence of
Defence and mining activities in the
area when it released its Review of the
Woomera Prohibited Area Final Report in
May 2011.
For further information and
to view the draft Deed of Access, visit
http://www.defence.gov.au/woomera/.
Comments on the draft Deed should be
emailed to the WPA Coordination Office
at WPACO@defence.gov.au by 15 June
2012 to ensure they are considered.
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APPEA Conference 2012
Members of Piper Alderman’s team
will be attending the upcoming APPEA
conference from 13-16 May at the
Adelaide Convention & Exhibition Centre.
Presentation on “Understanding the
opposition to onshore gas development”
Keep an eye out for Andrew Price
who will be presenting a session on
“Understanding the opposition to
onshore gas development” on Tuesday
at 2pm in Concurrent Session 15 – CSG
social licence to operate.
Tuesday Happy Hour
Piper Alderman is hosting Happy Hour
in the exhibition hall on Tuesday evening
from 5-6pm. We invite you to come along
and meet our APPEA legal team and enjoy
a Coopers Beer with us.
An Evening at the Art Gallery
We are also excited to be hosting ‘An
Evening at the Art Gallery’ with SBA
Gallagher this year on the Monday
evening from 6.00pm. It promises to be a
great night with former executive director
and honorary life member of APPEA,
Keith Orchison AC, speaking at the event.
For more information on this event
please contact Matthew Ramsden on
mramsden@piperalderman.com.au or
(08) 8205 3385.

www.piperalderman.com.au

Seminar on the Australian Energy
White Paper
On 31 May, Piper Alderman will be holding
a seminar in our Sydney office on the
Australian Energy White Paper, looking at:
•

its virtues and shortcomings

•

what it will mean for energy producers
and energy-dependent industries –
especially for gas producers and major
industrial consumers

•

how it will affect the financing of energy
projects and the development of new
energy technologies.

In 2011, Australia announced a controversial
new climate policy (the Clean Energy Future
plan) to take effect from mid-2012. It fixed
the initial price of carbon at A$23/tonne
before switching to an emissions trading
scheme after 3 years.

Seminar details
Date:
Thursday 31 May 2012, 5.45pm
registration for 6.00pm start, concluding
at 7.00 pm.
Venue:
Piper Alderman Level 23 Governor
Macquarie Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney
Presenter:
Robert Pritchard, Consultant to
Piper Alderman and Managing Director
of ResourcesLaw International
Enquiries:
Tom Kirkham –
tkirkham@piperalderman.com.au
or (02) 9253 3806
To Register:
http://mybookingmanager.com/
energywhitepaper

In the wake of the new climate policy,
Australia is undergoing a comprehensive
reappraisal of its energy policy. A draft
Energy White Paper has been circulated by
the government and a final paper is now
being written for release in mid-2012.
This seminar by Piper Alderman consultant
Robert Pritchard questions some of the
assumptions of the draft Energy White
Paper and highlights the implications for
stakeholders in the energy industry.
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Important Disclaimer: The material contained in this
publication is comment of a general nature only and is
not and nor is it intended to be advice on any specific
professional matter. In that the effectiveness or accuracy
of any professional advice depends upon the particular
circumstances of each case, neither the firm nor any
individual author accepts any responsibility whatsoever
for any acts or omissions resulting from reliance
upon the content of any articles. Before acting on the
basis of any material contained in this publication, we
recommend that you consult your professional adviser.
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